OFFERING TUTORING &
SUPPORT, TRAINING,
ADVICE & GUIDANCE

Langham Oaks Outreach Provision
has been established to provide
support

for

schools,

teachers,

SENCOs and teaching assistants in
all educational settings to help pupils
with

SEND to achieve their full

potential.

LOOP is a specialist provider able to
support colleagues in successfully
meeting the needs of pupils and young
adults with difficulties. The service will
work in liaison with schools to both
enhance the achievement of pupils
and the ability of staff in educational
settings to meet the needs of pupils in
the most appropriate and flexible

Langham Oaks
Outreach Provision

ways.

helping to keep
children in the loop

Giraffe Training

School Road, Langham
Colchester, Essex, CO4 5PA
Tel: 01206 271571 (ext. 228)
Mob: 07341 732661
loop@langhamoaks.co.uk
www.langhamoaks.co.uk

Offering a
complete SEND
support
service

The 2014 SEND Code of Practice (1.39) states that ‘with high
aspirations and the right support, the vast majority of children
and young people can go on to achieve successful long-term

The aim of the Langham Oaks Outreach Provision
is to provide a comprehensive service which will enable
schools

Langham Oaks School is a
specialist provider for Key Stage 3
and 4 pupils who are experiencing
a wide range of social, emotional

outcomes in adult life.’

mainstream

SUPPORT FOR CHILDREN

to

manage

pupils

with

special

educational needs

flexible solutions for
your SEND needs

and difficulties.

and mental health difficulties
(SEMH). We have a commitment
to facilitate personal growth and
development so that the children
and young people we work with
may become independent adults
who have come to terms with
themselves, can manage their
difficulties, and can establish
meaningful relationships.

A COMPREH ENSI VE SERVI CE FOR ALL

SUPPORT SOLUTIONS

YOUR SEND NEEDS

Emotional and behavioural difficulties are wide and
varied. They have a powerful impact on staff and can
interfere with our ability to remain thinking adults,
positive in the face of difficulty. Through the provision of

PURPOSE


children and young people and the quality of

a range of support approaches we aim to work together
with mainstream schools to provide a quality service for
some of the most in need pupils:

To impact positively upon the achievement of
provisions made by all settings involved



To meet the DfES standards for SEND support and
outreach in an organised, co-ordinated and costeffective way

• Work with pupils, including:

SUPPORT FOR SCHOOLS
Langham Oaks Outreach Provision
aims to provide a comprehensive
EYFS to post-16 service which will
support colleagues in mainstream
schools in successfully managing
and meeting the needs of children
with difficulties through a
collaborative partnership.

• 1:1 tutorial support
• Small group work

OUR COMMITMENT

• In-class support
• Outdoor provision

To support effective provision and
improve the outcomes for children

• Work with staff, including

and young people and to support all

• Consultation

educational settings to meet the

• CPD Training

diverse needs of youngsters.

• Observation


Joint Planning

 The

Wellbeing Toolkit I & II

SUPPORT FOR PARENTS
In order for any intervention to be
successful, we believe it is
essential that all adults involved
with the pupil participate fully in the
support process. To this end, we
work closely with parents as well
as any other agency who may be
involved in supporting or teaching
children and young people..

